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Many segmentation problems have been addressed using
probabilistic modeling. These methods tend to estimate
the region membership probabilities for each pixel of
the image. The segmentation results depend strongly
on the initialization of these regions and the selection
of the appropriate number of segments. In this paper
we present an unsupervised segmentation method based
on non parametric clustering able to deal with these two
issues. After a simple splitting, a minimum variance
criterion is used to generate both the initial regions and
their number. The proposed model was applied on
various images (synthetic, natural) showing good visual
results. Finally numerical experiments demonstrate the
efficiency and the robustness of the proposed model
compared to other segmentation methods.
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1. Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the fundamental
tasks in image processing and computer vision.
This process aims to simplify and divide the image into meaningful regions making the object
recognition and the interpretation simpler. The
image pixels are grouped on regions with respect to homogenous local features (ex. color,
intensity, texture...). Several survey papers related to image segmentation techniques have
appeared in the literature [1], [2]. Nevertheless,
there is no universal segmentation method that
can be applied for all images and the elaboration
of an image segmentation algorithm depends on
the type of image and the field of application.
Many existing segmentation techniques are based on clustering, which is a powerful technique

employed in diverse applications of image processing. Clustering algorithms [3] can be classified into four types: hard clustering, fuzzy clustering, hierarchical clustering and probabilistic
clustering.
This paper deals with probabilistic clustering.
This type of clustering models the image on
a distribution where each component of this
distribution represents a region of the image.
These methods rely on the parametric and the
non parametric modeling of distribution.
In the parametric models, regions are assumed
to follow a basic distribution (ex. Gaussian,
Poisson...), in this case, the goal of the clustering procedure is to determine the distribution
parameters and assign each pixel to the component (region) that has the largest posterior
probability.
Many Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [4] based approaches have been shown to be successful in image segmentation applications, see for
instance [5], [6], [7], [8]. However, the distribution of the data is generally unknown and
each cluster may follow its own distribution [9].
However, the parametric assumptions on the
cluster distribution can be a limit and constraining all clusters to follow the same distribution
can impose an inadequate shape for clusters.
The non parametric models overcome this restriction by using the data to estimate its own
distribution and they do not impose a specific
distribution to pixels. Determining the structure
from using the data and not requiring an estimation of parameters are the strengths of these
methods.
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To solve the image segmentation problem, Comaniciu et al. [10] suggested a non parametric model using generalized kernel approach.
The iterative algorithm aims for finding modes
i.e. local maxima of the estimated local density gradient of similar pixels. The set of image segments is constituted in function of these
modes: pixels having the same modes are assigned to same segments. The algorithm described in [11] proposes a color image segmentation method by associating the non parametric
estimation method with Gaussian kernel function, to a Bayesian classifier to classify image
regions into foreground and background. In
[12], a hybrid probabilistic framework for image
segmentation is described where a non parametric kernel density estimate is combined with a
GMM-EM model with the purpose to overcome
the shortcoming of the parametric methods reported above.
However, in unsupervised probabilistic segmentation method, the results depend strongly on
the initialization of regions. To achieve an optimal convergence, the choice of an initialization
method is important and remains an open question.
Inputcolorimage
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(Hue)
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on unsupervised image segmentation [17], [18],
[19]. These methods present algorithms that
specify automatically the number of segments
with different strategy.
The objective of this paper is to present a new
unsupervised image segmentation method based
on non parametric clustering. The proposed
method has a number of advantages. First, the
non parametric clustering can handle the complex data of the image (several variables per
pixel). The model does not assume a prior distribution and the regions are generated by their
own density function, this can be very interesting since the regions of the image are not
usually of the same shape. Second, using a
simple method based on homogeneity criterion,
the proposed method is able to tackle the initialization problem on one hand and approximate
the number of regions on the other.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the proposed model for image segmentation is described in detail. Qualitative and
quantitative experiments on various images with
comparison with existing segmentation methods are presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.

Nonparametric clustering
Nonparametricjoint
distribution
Conditional
distribution
Mapcriterionand
pixelslabeling
Segmentationresult

Figure 1. Outline of the proposed approach.

The initialization step can be done randomly;
but in this case, the results are very sensitive
and different at each initialization. Many models opt for using existing algorithms such as:
K-means [13], Watershed [14] or Superpixels
[15] [16] to perform the initialization of regions.
Another open question in image segmentation
methods concerns the selection of the number
of image regions. The large size of images
and their complexity make the specification
of an “appropriate” number of segments difficult. Many research papers have been published

2. Segmentation Model
The following section will explain in detail the
steps of the proposed segmentation model illustrated in Figure 1.
2.1. Color transformation
The first step of our segmentation model is the
color space transformation. The input image
is transformed from RGB to HSV space. The
HSV space is close to the human perception
and, contrary to RGB space, the color information (hue) of pixel is represented independently
from intensity and saturation. This would also
be worthwhile because we will use only the
quantified hue information to reduce the computational complexity and processing time. Using
the hue information instead the RGB components has many advantages [20]:
• It can represent subjective color suitable for
human observers,
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• The final result has less regions than by using
RGB,
• The segmentation is performed on one dimension.
2.2. Class initialization
The second step aims to generate the initial regions and to specify their number. Here, we
propose a simple method inspired by K-means
algorithms where each class is represented by its
centroid. To generate the initial centroids, we
use the variance as a measure of homogeneity.
The details of the steps are as follows:
1. Initially, the image is divided into rectangular blocks of size 5 × 5,
2. Compute the homogeneity V of each block,
3. Keep only blocks with V = 0 and compute
the corresponding mean of hue value M,
4. Sort the means in ascending order and delete
duplicate value, if any,
5. Set the counter s to one (s = 1) and the first
centroid C0 = M0 ,
6. If dist (Ms , Ms−1 ) > T then Cs = Ms ,
7. s = s+1 and repeat 6 until all Ms are treated.
The number of centroids Cs will represent the
number of regions K.
In addition to setting the threshold of variance to
zero, we use blocks to spot neighborhood pixels with high homogeneity where each centroid
is represented by the median of local adjacent
pixel having the same hue. In this way, the
algorithm tends to generate regions with high
homogeneity.

the hue value of the corresponding pixel. Following the idea of [17] [21], the spatial location
i and j of pixels are added to the vector of information in order to apply spatial constraints. In
fact, the clustering-based segmentation methods
have the particular characteristic that the spatial
information should be considered where it is intuitively most likely that the spatially adjacent
pixels belong to the same cluster.
Many research papers agree that this prior information brings improvement to the segmentation
results.
The clustering process starts with computing
the non parametric joint distribution f (xn , k)
needed for calculating the non parametric conditional distribution using in [22]:
N


f (xn , k) =

g (xn , xm )A(m)
m=1
N
N 

g (xy , xz )
y=1 z=1

(1)

where A(m) is an indicator function that takes 1
as a value if xm ∈ k and 0 otherwise and g is a
Gaussian kernel of width  :
m)
1 − 2(xn −x
2
e
g (xn , xm ) =
2 2

2

(2)

Since xn , xm are represented by vectors, we use
the Euclidian distance (xn , xm ) to compute the
difference between the nth and the mth pixels.
The formula (1) presented above requires a class
initialization. To avoid this drawback, we propose to represent classes by their centroids. The
joint distributions are now computed by:
f (xn, k) =

g (xn , Ck )
K
N 

g (xy , xz )

(3)

y=1 z=1

The last and the main step of our approach is to
perform the non parametric clustering. This
step aims to compute the class membership
probabilities of pixels and assign to each one
a class label K.

where Ck represents the centroid of the class k.
Contrary to the previous formula (1) where all
pixels of the class k are used to compute the
joint distribution, the formula (3) uses only the
centroid of the class. In addition, to improve
the initialization step, the use of centroids will
be beneficial in terms of reducing complexity
and time processing.

Let xn = (h, i, j) be the vector representing the
nth pixel; n = 1, . . . , N; where N is the total
number of pixels of the image and h represents

The prior probabilities k are obtained by marginalizing the joint distribution. Then the conditional probabilities P(k|xn ) can be computed

2.3. Non parametric clustering
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from the joint and prior probabilities, using the
Bayesian theorem:
P(k|xn ) =

k f (xn , k)
K

y=1

(4)

y f (xn , y)

Finally, we adopt the Maximum a Posteriori
criterion (MAP) to assign to each pixel a class
label k:
P(k|xn ) = max{P(k|xn )}
k

(5)

In other words, pixels are assigned to the cluster k that maximizes its conditional probability.
This step achieves the clustering and all pixels
are grouped in classes. The centroids of the new
clusters are recalculated and the whole clustering process is reiterated until the values of the
centroids get stabilized.

three synthetic color images of different complexity were created of size 200 × 200 with a
number of regions equal to 2, 4, 6 for the images
a, b, c respectively. To make the segmentation
more difficult, the images are degraded with
Gaussian noise.
The results provided by the proposed algorithm
are illustrated in Figure 2. As it can be observed, the method is robust against noise and
generates a good segmentation. An evaluation
with the correct classification rate (CCR) is also
performed and the obtained scores are noted in
Table 1.
The first image #a is a simple two class image.
The number of regions is well approximate and
the rate of correct classification is 100% in the
absence of noise and 98 % in the presence of
noise.

For the sake of clearness, the whole non parametric clustering algorithm can be summarized
by the following pseudo-code sequence:
Input: Image (N pixels), generated centroids;
Output: labeled pixels;
Begin
1. While centroids changed do
2. Compute the joint distributions f (xn , k) and the
probabilities k ,
3. Compute the conditional distributions P(k|xn ),
4. Apply Map criterion and label pixels,
5. Recalculate the centroids of the new classes,
6. End While
End.












3. Experimental Results


In this section, we conduct experiments on a
variety of images to examine the effectiveness
of the proposed image segmentation algorithm.
3.1. Synthetic color images
In the first experiment, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model to approximate the number of segments. For this purpose,

(a))



(b)


(c)



Figure 2. Segmentation results of synthetic images
corrupted by Gaussian noise.

The second image #b contains four overlapping
regions. The number of segments is also well
approximate and the rate of correct classification is 100% in the absence of noise and 94 %
in the presence of noise.
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Without Gaussian With Gaussian
noise
noise
Estimated CCR Estimated CCR
(%)
(%)
K
K
Image #a
Image #b
Image #c

2
4
5

100
100
86

2
4
5

98
94
81

Table 1. Average performance of our algorithm on the
BSDS, in terms of PR measure.

As illustrated, the third image #c has 6 regions.
The rate of correct classification is 86 % in the
absence of noise and 81 % in the presence of
noise. The number of segments generated is 5,
while the correct number of regions is 6. We
can perceive that the black and the gray pixels
regions are assigned to the same class for the
simple reason that, in the absence of saturation,
the two colors have the same hue value.
3.2. Natural color images
The second experiment is conducted on real
color images. These images were kept from
the Berkeley Segmentation Database (BSDS)1
[23] which consists of 300 natural color images
of diverse scene categories (200 training images
and 100 test images). For each image, five to
eight ground truths obtained from human-hand
segmentation are available.
For all cases, the images are normalized to be
of size 480 × 320 or 320 × 480 and each pixel is
represented by a vector containing its hue measurement and its spatial location. The parameter
 is determined empirically and was fixed to 0.1.
To quantify the segmentation results, we use
the probabilistic rand index (PRI). This measure counts the fraction of pairs of pixels whose
labels are consistent with the computed segmentation and the ground truth averaging across
multiple ground truth segmentations to account
for scale variation in human perception [24].
The PR index between two segmentations map
is then quantified as:

2
PR(S, G)=
[cij pij +(1−cij )(1−pij )]
N(N−1) i, j
i<j

1

(5)
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where cij = 1 if the pixel i and j belong to the
same region, pij is the ground truth probability
that pixels i and j belong to the same cluster,
N is the number of image pixels, S is the computed segmentation results and G is a set of
given manually labeled images. The value of
the PR index ranges between 0 and 1. For example, if a PR measure is equal to 0.54, this
means that, compared to the ground truth image, on average 54 % of pairs of pixel labels are
correctly classified. In more exact terms, the
closer the PR index value is to one, the better
the segmentation result is.
Table 2 displays the obtained segmentation results on six randomly chosen images from the
BSDS. The first column presents the original
color images and the second presents the visual
segmentation results where each region is represented by the mean of its color. The third and
fourth columns present the estimated number
of segments K and the PRI computed for each
result.
As shown in the second column of Table 2, the
proposed method yields a good perceptual segmentation results and we can observe the homogeneity of the obtained regions and also the
accuracy and regularity of their boundaries.
The quantitative evaluation based on the PRI
confirms that the segmentation results are close
to manual segmentation where we can see high
scores of correct classification. Despite this,
we notice that the image #181018 subscribe the
lowest score, which is due to closeness of the
hue value of pixels in the hat, jacket and wall
regions. Thus, as demonstrated in the experiment on synthetic images above, the absence of
saturation may decrease the quality of segmentation.
We consider also the computational cost of the
proposed method. A PC, which is equipped
with a 2.0-GHz Intel core duo CPU and 2-GB
memory, is used.
The last column in Table 2 highlights the computational cost of each result. We can see that
in all cases the algorithm runs in less than 2 seconds. The complexity time depends also on the
size and the generated number of classes.

http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/grouping/segbench/
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Image #

Segmentation results

Estimated K

PRI

Computational time (s)

7

0.86

1.688

3

0.78

1.379

5

0.67

1.429

3

0.87

1.351

6

0.85

1.542

6

0.77

1.776

#86000

#100075

#181018

#299091

#46076

#296059
Table 2. Image segmentation results from the Berkeley segmentation database.

Finally, our method is compared to some of the
recent color segmentation methods proposed in
the literature: FCR [25], Mean Shift [10], N-

Cuts [26], DCM [27] and JSEG [28]. Figure 3
depicts the mean value of performance measure
over the BSDS of the methods cited above.
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From Figure 3, we can see that our method
achieved a score of 76 % of correct classification, which is very close to the score achieved
by the JESG algorithm; the two methods take
the third place after FCR and Mean Shift. Furthermore, it outperforms widely the N-Cuts and
DCM methods.
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